New

Hole No. 1

2007 “4 1/2 Stars”
Golf Digest Magazine
“Best Places to Play in North America”

“2003 - “Top 10 you can play”
Golf Magazine
Hole No. 16

2007 “Senior Amateur Championship
Qualifying”
Hole No. 9

Course

Design

Moorpark C.C.

Moorpark Country Club
Moorpark Country Club is a 27-hole, semi-private, facility
designed throughout the mountainous ridge tops and canyon
floors of Grimes Canyon, located just outside of Thousand Oaks
in the community of Moorpark, California. The three loops of
nine offered Jacobsen Hardy the opportunity to develop three
unique golfing experiences. As their names suggest, the three
nines, Ridge, Canyon, and Valley, combine to showcase the
natural environments found within the site.
The design at Moorpark Country Club provided the Jacobsen
Hardy team with a difficult task. Take a rugged and mountainous
piece of property with severe elevation changes and create a
beautiful, playable, sustainable golf course while staying
sensitive to the client’s budget and satisfying the local governmental and environmental agencies. By implementing Jacobsen
Hardy design philosophies, incorporating the natural elements of
the site, and utilizing native plant materials, Moorpark Country
Club is a challenging yet playable design that is as beautiful and
environmentally sound as any design in the JHGCD portfolio.

Hole No. 18
Project Location
Moorpark, California
Client
Toll Brothers
Contact: Mike Harmon
Ph: (805) 279-9844

The opening holes of the Ridge nine showcase some of the
highest points of the property providing stunning views of the
Simi Valley to the east, the Pacific Ocean to the west, and
mountains to the north and south. On the Canyon nine a dry
wash was incorporated into the design. A series of spectacular
golf holes play along and across this feature. The Valley nine
took on its own identity, featuring holes that play through a valley
environment offering the golfer a different golfing experience.

Contractor
Key Turf Construction - Michael Key
Ph: (760) 471-1867
Wadsworth Golf Construction - Steve Harrell
Ph: (623) 853-9100

By working closely with the project engineers, city offices, and
the staff at Toll Brothers, Jacobsen Hardy Golf Course Design
was able to overcome the difficulties presented and created what
should be a popular and successful golf facility for our client and
the golfing community.
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Project Status
18-holes Opened Summer 2002
9-hole Addition Opened Fall 2004
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